the interface increases at the same time. The analysis indicates that an optimum dimensionless interfacial resistance exists 'for a given material arid contact geometry, or, conversely, 'that an optimum geometry for a given dimensionless interfacial resistance can be found which minimizes the total heat generation rate for the ·c~nfiguration. As is well known in electrochemical applications involving current distributions at electrodes, one must distinguish between a primary current distribution which assumes no interface overpotential, and a more realistic one, the secondary current distribution, which takes into account the possibility of a finite interface overpotential. The problem of finding the current distribution at an mls junction is in many aspects quite similar to the electrochemical problem of current distributions on electrodes, but should in addition take into account the energy or Joule heat generation at the junction. The primary current distribution will, in fact, exhibit a singularity at the corner of the mls junction which could in principle lead to large local energy losses in the adjacent metal and even to contact failure initiation.
To analyze the problem of current distribution and energy loss, the electrode problem in electrochemical cell of the appropriate geometry is considered. The current distribution in rectangular electrochemical cells with similar configuration as shown in Fig.2b , has been treated in the literature [1] [2] [3] . The primary current distribution predicts infinite current densities at the marked corner of the electrode. This singularity in an electrochemical system is, however, removed by various processes that 2 .. , lead to interface overpotentials and to current redistribution: the finite kinetics of electrochemical reactions, the transport rate limitation of electrochemical species, or the changes in the electrode configuration brought· about by electrodeposition ·or dissolution [4] . In the mls junction system these processes modifying the primary current distribution are not present. At the same time, the average current densities are many order of magnitude higher than in electrochemical systems, making energy loss consideration due to Joule heating much more important. A practical parameter. that allows: for a controlled modification of the current· distribution is available, however: the mls interface resistance.
In this paper, the effects of the mls junction geometry and interface resistance on 
Mathematical Model
Consider a superconductinglmetal junction as pictured in Fig.2a .
potential or current distribution is independent of z, the system is to a two-dimensional problem as shown in Fig.2b . Under the assumption the bulk metal phase is isotropic and the metal superconductor contact interface is uniform, with the superconductor at equipotential, the potential, ~(x,y), must satisfy Laplace's equation: a within the domain of the metal phase(Om). The following boundary conditions apply:
(1) the derivatives of the potential ~ normal to the insulated boundary, r l , vanish at· the bounda~y, i.e~ '3 If the reduced that [1] o on fl (2) the potential at the end of the metal phase is constant for the ratio of Lib sufficiently large: [ 2] II>(L,y) on f2 [ 3] (3) the potential at the metal side of the mls interface is 9pecified as on f3 [4] where 1I>1 is potential of the superc~nductor phase and ~Vi is the potential drop across the interface which depends on the nature of the mls contact and the current density at the interface. Therefore, the surface of the metal phase near the metal superconductor interface is not an equipotential surface if the contact resistance is finite. For an linear contact, ~Vi can be approximated, at sufficient normal current densities, by
where V is a constant, ex is the interfacial resistance [ohm-cm 2 ], and o [ 5] i is the current density normal to the contact interface. This type of n contact resistance has been reported recently for many metal-superconductor junctions, such as, aluminum-YBCO, noble-metal(silver, gold)-YBCO, and indium-YBCO junctions [5] [6] [7] .
Numerical Calculation
The normalized potential within the metal domain U(x,y) [ 6] 4 can be approximated by an expression of the form [7] where [ 9]
[10]
with 0e and re representing the domain and the' boundary of the element, respectively. Rectangular elements with 9 nodes and piecewise, quadratic interpolation functions are used in the calculation.
The current density in the metal phase, i, and the current density normal to the interface, i , follow approximately from the potential, thus n and Energy Dissipation
[12]
As current flows through the system, two Joule heating processes contribute simultaneously to the energy loss. One is in the bulk metal phase and the other is at the interface. Variational analysis indicates on the one hand that, subject to the constraint of a constant total current
dQb/dt first decreases as the current density normal to the interface becomes more uniform, reaches a minimum, and then stays constant when the normal current density becomes completely uniform, i.e., when
The average current density, i avg ' is defined as
On the other hand, the Joule heat production rate [Watt] at the contact interface, expressed as 
Primary Distribution and Junction Geometry
The primary current'distributions at the mls interface are shown in Fig.3 for different junction geometr-ies. Evidently, the current distribution becomes more uniform as the ratio of alb increases provided [19] that L is large enough so that <l>(L,y) at r 2 is constant. In other words, a't constantb, the primary current distribution becomes more uniform as,the dimension a increases, and at constant a, the current distribution becomes more uniform as dimension b decreases, if the influence of L is excluded.
Obviously, the dimension L has no effect on current d'istribution as long as the potential at the end of the metal phase is uniform. The minimum dimension L below which <l>(L,y) becomes non-uniform depends on dimension a and b. Fig.4 shows the effect of the geometric parameters on the primary potential distribution at the tail region of the metal phase; Clearly, the minimum length L at which <l>(L,y)is practically uniform increases as the ratio alb increases. These geometric effects could provide guidance for device design.
Secondary Distribution and Inter facial Resistance
The secondary current distribution at mls junction for different'geometric parameters are shown in Fig.5 . The effects of geometry on the secondary distributions 'are similar to those on the primary distribution.
The current density normal to the interface is plotted as a function of the dimensionless interfacial resistance R, which is defined as secondary current distribution depends not only on the geometry but also on the electrical properties of the bulk phase and the nature of the meta1-superconductor interface
The computations clearly indicate that as the dimensionless interfacial resistance increases the current distribution at the interface becomes more uniform. In other words, the increase of the interfacial resistance, the increase of the conductivity of the bulk metal phase, or the decrease of the dimension b, will make the secondary current distribution more uniform.
Joule Heat Production Rate
Although the Joule heat production rate in the bulk metal phase decreases as the secondary current distribution becomes more uniform (Fig~6a), the Joule energy production rate at the interface increases (Fig.6b) as the dimensionless interfacial resistance increases. However, there exists an optimum dimensionless interfacial resistance which minimizes the total energy loss for a given geometry, as shown in Fig.7a '-7d. This effect becomes more evident as the ratio alb gets smaller or as the primary distribution gets worse at the interface. Based on this dimensionless interfacial resistance parameter, R, an optimum contact resistance, a, can be estimated for various metal-superconductor junctions. The optimum parameters (R and a) for several metal-superconductor contacts with different geometric parameters are tabulated in Table I . These optimized interfacial contact resistances can be precisely achieved through materials processing.
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Alternatively, for a given material and interfacial resistance, there ,-exists an optimum device geometry. In other words, instead of changing the interfacial resistance, the optimum Can also be achieved through modification the geometric parameters of the'm/s junction.
Conclusions
";
The primary current distribution is uniquely determined by the geometry of the metal-superconductor junctions. As the ratio of alb increases, the primary current distribution becomes more uniform provided that dimension L is so long that it has no effect.
The secondary current ,distribution is determined by the contact resistance of the metal-superconductor junction and the conductivity of the bulk metal phase. As the contact resistance of the interface and the conductivity of the metal phase increase, the secondary current distribution becomes more uniform, but the interfacial Joule energy production rate increases at the same time.
Optimization indicates that for a given material and device geometry, there exists an optimum interfacial contact resistance, and for a given material and contact resistance there exists an optimum geometry, which minimizes the total Joule heat generation in the system.
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